June 2007: Second Passage –
Dual Passage
• There's a good reason to start with June 2007, other
than that it's free, and here it is: the dual passage,
which was introduced in June 2007. It was one of two
major changes to the scored portion of the LSAT in the
last 20 years. The other is reducing the difficultly of the
Logic Games and increasing the difficultly of RC in June
2004 in the last 20 years.
• I like them. A dual-passage breaks up the monotony of
reading four long passages. Whenever you spot
disagreements between the passages - think about
your studying of disagreement questions - you can be
almost certain that a question will focus on that
difference.

June 2007: Second Passage –
Dual Passage (Passage A)
• First paragraph: states a question which we can be
certain will be answered.
• Second paragraph: makes a major distinction
between music and language.
• Third paragraph: states the thesis that “music has
little adaptive value.”

June 2007: Second Passage –
Dual Passage (Passage B)
• First paragraph: Darwin is obviously a major figure
in the history of evolution, but blind allegiance to
authority is always suspect in science and on the
LSAT. Luckily, Author B tells us quite clearly that he
believes that music played a large roll in evolution,
so we have a clear difference between the
passages.
• Second paragraph: Like Passage A, Passage B has a
more technical second paragraph which details
some specific research. The author focuses on
primitive mother-infant interactions which he/she
says have "musical elements".

June 2007: Second Passage –
Dual Passage (Passage B)
• Third paragraph: highlights a common theme in
human evolution - the increased time in maternal
care. During this period of maternal bonding,
musical interactions could strengthen emotional
bonds, which would have "conferred considerable
evolutionary advantage" - another way of saying
that the musical and emotional interactions could
help a child have greater success in survival and
reproduction.

June 2007: Second Passage –
Dual Passage, Questions
• 9. What do the passages both try to answer? Passage A says music says is an
accident of evolution, Passage B says it's vital part of human evolution, but both
passages try to answer the question in answer choice C.
• 10. Only Passage B mentions choices A and D. Only Passage A mentions choices
C and E. They both mention choice B, so answer choice B is correct.
• 11. Answer choice D states clearly the two authors’ fundamental disagreement.
• 12. We need them to agree here: they both mention brain size in each final
paragraph. Note that C is quite measured "at least partly" – we prefer a weaker
choice if we need both authors to agree.
• 13. Both look at modern-day humans, so E is correct. Note the strong language
in the wrong answers A ("must“), B (“all“) C, (“IS evidence”), D ("essence“).
• 14. Both passages disagree and use different evidence. Only choice A says that
clearly.

Reading Comprehension:
Cause and effect vs.
distinctions
• At some fundamental level, the second passage, like
most that are about science, was about cause and
effect: what is the cause of human beings' ability to
produce music? As is common today in the wider
intellectual culture, LSAT passages often try to explain
essential human behaviors through evolution – that
evolution can explain musical ability is actually a shared
assumption of both these, and many other, LSAT
passages. Where these two passages differ is music's
importance in evolution - was it, as was the case in
Passage A, a by-product of the development of
language, or did it contribute significantly, and
independently of language, to our species survival, as
was argued by passage B.

Reading Comprehension:
Cause and effect vs.
distinctions

• The first passage we covered today, the humanities
passage, was more about distinctions than cause
and effect. While there was one major cause and
effect relationship - the cause of the rift between
poetry and fiction in the U.S. - the passage was
primarily built around major distinctions - the
distinction between poetry and fiction, between
poetic and fictional elements in Dove's work,
between European and American literary culture,
and between a newer trend toward mixing genres,
a trend exemplified by Dove, and the tradition of
specialization.

